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It is most appropriate that the IAEA should convene at

this time an international conference directed towards an

integrated approach to the problems arising at -all stages of

the nuclear fuel cycle. Just twenty-five years ago nuclear

power offered mankind a hopeful vision of the future - unlimited

supplies of a new form of energy to Lake over from oil just as

oil had taken over from coal. Instead, today we find ourselves

confronted with a paralysing crisis of confidence in the future

of nuclear power. Yet, never was nuclear power so necessary

as it is today. Indeed, if we are to avoid a serious energy

supply problem in the future there must be a substantial nuclear

contribution to the balance between overall energy demand and

supply.

concerning the supply oi nuclear Jucls and technologies and to



Recently, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OliCD) published its latest assessment of long-term

energy trends in a report entitled "World Energy Outlook". The

basic conclusion of the study is that if we continue with present

energy policies, by the mid-19801s a severe imbalance could

develop between world demand and supply of oil.

The principal findings for the OECD as a whole are based on a

moderate growth rate case which is combined with two different

assumptions on energy policy - firstly, a reference case which

implies continuation of current policies and secondly, an accelerated

policy case which describes the potential to adopt more vigorous

policies. Throughout our study we used only one price assumption

for the reference Saudi crude, that is $11.51 per barrel in 1975

dollars.

In the study's reference case, which assumes continuation

of current energy policies, we project total OECD energy demand

to reach 102 million barrels per day of oil equivalent by 1985

compared to 67 in 197 5. This projection of OECD energy

demand is probably on the optimistic side insofar as it ignores

a number of risk factors. Firstly, it is based on a moderate

rate of economic growth which is lower than has occured in the past.

From 1960 to 1974, the average annual growth in OECD GDP was 4.6 per

cent; but in our reference or current policy case we assume a growth

of 4.2 per cent per year from 1974 to 1985. Secondly, it represents

a considerable effort in reduction of energy use per unit of economic

growth through effective implementation of current government
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conservation objectives. Thus, for the period 1974 to 1985 we

estimate that the ratio between total OKCD energy demand and gross

domestic product will be 0.84 compared to 0.99 over the period

between 1960 and 1974. Consequently, if economic growth should

turn out to be higher than foreseen or conservation policies less

effective than planned, total OECD energy demand could rise sig-

nificantly higher.

Looking to the supply side, we estimate that OECD domestic

energy production should expand faster than in the past to meet

65 per cent of OECD energy requirements by 1985. We estimate OECD

net oil import demand at 35 million barrels a day in 1985 as compared

to just under 24 million barrels a day in 1975. Combining the

projected OECD level of oil import demand in 1985 with the needs

of other areas, total demand for OPEC oil would reach almost 40

million barrels of oil per day in 1985 compared to OPEC s current

production of 30 million barrels per day. Such a projected world

demand for oil implies that beyond 1985 we may in fact be approaching

the time when physical limitations will threaten to make it increasingly

difficult to maintain, or even more so, go on increasing world oil

production. In this situation, severe disequilibrium could develop

in the world oil market causing supply shortages or suddenly sky-

rocketing pr:^es or both. In either case, the impact on economic

activity would be substantial. But, as in the case of our total

energy demand projections, even this estimate of world oil import

demand is subject to some important risk factors affecting estimates

of total energy supply.

First, we have assumed a major effort to step up domestic

oil and gas in the OECD area. By 1985 we have estimated in our
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reference' caso that OECD oil and gas production will reach over

33 mi.lli.ons of barrels of oi] equivalent per day - an increase of

25 per cent over 1974 production of these energy sources. If the

pace of licensing and leasing implied in current policies is not

maintained or the pricing and regulatory framework fails to provide

sufficient incentives there would be great difficulty

in meeting this estimate for domestic production, thereby adding to

the energy gap.

Second, even the amount of oil import demand projected after

all domestic energy sources have made their contribution may not

be available from the OPEC nations. An excessive surge in oil

import demand could greatly intensify disequilibrium in world energy

markets. And besides, availability of OPEC supplies is more and

more likely to be constrained by depletion considerations as well

as the ability of OPEC countries to absorb surplus revenues

without serious social and economic dislocation. Although

OPEC's rated technical production capacity by 1980 is estimated

at 45 million barrels a day and should be sufficient to meet our

demand projections, we cannot be certain that supplies will be

available in the light of the factors I have already mentioned,

especially if demand grows faster than we have forecast.

Third, we have included in our supply estimates a large jump

in OECD coai production which would increase by 36 per cent over

1974 production to reach over 17 million barrels of oil equivalent

per day by 1985. However, if power stations and industry fail to

switch over to greater coal use or speedy resolution of environmental
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anù i nírustructural problei does not. occur, coal would contributo

loss than we have forecast and add to overall pressure: on energy

supply.

Despite all this effort to increase OIJCD oil and gas

supplies and greatly expand coal production, we still need a very

laryc nuclea. contribution. Yet, there is the serious risk of a

further nuclear shortfall. In November 1976 as we were finalising

our reference case estimates for nuclear supply by 1985, our

assessment of policies at that time indicated that OECD nuclear

capacity planned for 1985 would be 325 GW and that nuclear energy

would supply over 9.3 million barrels of oil equivalent per day.

Sinr-e then, our estimates have been revised downwards so that

instead we now place 1985 OECD nuclear capacity at 253 GW

providing over 7.2 million barrels of oil equivalent. This drop

in our nuclear power forecasts is extremely serious. As a very

minimum we have to ensure that nuclear power will provide the

amount of energy projected in our most recent estimate. We just

cannot afford a further shortfall because it will not readily be

met by other energy sources.

These supply uncertainties are all the greater the more we

project current trends beyond 1985. And in any event the industrial

nations of the OECD now recognise that they will have

to do more to improve their energy situation. Unless vast new

reserves of oil and gas are found by the early 1990's, world production

of hydrocarbons could begin to decline. Long before we reach

that point, wo will have to be well advanced in preparing for a

transition away from excessive use of oil to longer lasting and

more renewable energy sources.



The trends described in the 01SCL) "World Energy Outlook"

already warrant urgent action. Because even assuming that all

the risk factors I have mentioned turn out to our advantage, we

will still face an uncomfortably tight market situation by the

mid-19801s. And if an energy shortfall occurs abruptly either

because of a sudden surge in energy demand duo to increased

economic growth or reduced conservation effectiveness or a failure

to meet supply targets, how do we fill the energy gap? Realistically,

there is only a combination of three elements that we can look to:-

(i) deep energy conservation

(ii) greater coal use

(iii) nuclear power.

Although the potential for conservation is quite significant,

there is a limit to what can be done in the medium term without

seriously affecting economic growth generally. In the accelerated

policy case of the "World Energy Outlook", we listed a range of

vigorous conservation policies that we estimate could save as

much as 4 million barrels of oil equivalent per day or

4 per cent of total OECU energy demand lor 1985. It may be

that greater savings could be achieved but it is difficult to

envisage savings of more than 10 per cent without reducing

economic activity to a degree that becomes politically unacceptable.

Certainly, we will have to do as much as possible to implement
m

measures of a structural nature in order to make energy use more

efficient but we will have to recognise that conservation makes •

a limited contribution compared to the size of the energy gap

that we may face.

Greater coal use is undoubtedly feasible. Both industry and
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elcctii.c power plants should be able to absorb greater quantities

of .steam COÍII. In the IEA, we are looking actively into ways

of encouraging an expanded consumption of and international trade

in steam coal. But the potential appears to be constrained at

least in the time period to 1985, by a variety cC economic,

technological and environmental reasons.

Thus, although we can do much with conservation and coal,

these two factors alone will not be sufficient and a large nuclear

contribution is unavoidable. We cannot afford not to develop a

large incremental growth in the nuclear contribution. A growing

shortfall of nuclear power would have the effect of turning the

electric power industry to even greater dependence on oil and the

continued use of oil fired plants. Since there is only limited

potential for greater coal use in the medium term, the net effect

of not having enough nuclear power could be to severely affect

economic growth with grave economic, social and political con-

sequences. And, however hard we work on the new energy tech-

nologies, for example, solar energy, synthetic oil and gas, biomass

conversion, etc., we cannot expect to get industrial-scale power

from them in the 1980's or indeed very much before the end of the

century.

For the members of the IE7v 1976 was a static yea*" for nuclear

power developments. New orders for nuclear plants, to be put in

service during the period 1980-85, fell off markedly from previous

historical patterns. The low level of ordering reflected
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l''ir.Jt, uncertainty in the utility sector over future growth

in electricity demand;

Second, continued - and in some cases increasing - opposition

to nuclear power with a noticablo new development in

increasing concern over radioactive waste management

question!;, and

Third, absence of clear governmental policy statements and

programmes regarding the future development of nuclear

power; some governments are considering major modifications

in the requirements placed on utilities in the construction

and operation of nuclear plants and disposal of radio-

active wastes.

In addition, some courts have insisted on revised safety

provisions for all states of the nuclear fuel cycle whereas others

have accepted existing provisions and given approval to nuclear

power development. As a result of these trends and uncertainties

we are witnessing a halt of new nuclear construction ir. some IEA

Countries and a marked slow down in now construction undertaken

in others. As noted earlier, the combination of these factors

has led a number of governments to reduce significantly their

estimates for nuclear power's contribution to 1985 energy supplies.

The lead times in nuclear power plant construction are such that

should these trends of uncertainty and drift continue, nuclear

power production could be insufficient to ensure that we will

have enough energy to sustain adequate levels of economic growth.

As we have seen, the emerging nuclear shortfall already threatens to

affect our energy supplies by 1985. Beyond 1985 the problem will

be far worse. We cannot afford to let this happen.
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How can wo prevent a further nuclear shortfall? First of all,

we will have to give strong and unswerving support to thermal nuclear

reactor programmes, particularly in those countries where nuclear

power provides the best or, in some cases, the only option for

electricity generation. This will require governments, where

necessary, to adoj. t clear and coherent nuclear policies taking

account of the legitimate concetns expressed ;jy the public in this

field. Thej-w will need to be some degree of assurance to those

investing in and operating nuclear reactors that new, major

governmental regulations will not be imposed without due regard

being placed on the impact these decisions are likely to have on

electricity supplies. Secondly, we will have to develop stable

and long-term international arrangements so that the necessary

nuclear fuel and facilities (uranium, enriched uranium, nuclear

technology and waste storage) can be made available on a secure

basis for peaceful uses of nuclear power. Thirdly, we need to

decide what the real proliferation risk really is and agree on

action to avoid it. Fourthly, we will have to make renewed and

stronger efforts to solve the problems of disposal of highly

radioactive wastes.

Thermal nuclear reactors have now been in operation for almost

25 years. There is a basic scientific consensus that the operating

safety of thermal nuclear reactors is a manageable problem. The

record compared favourably with other energy industries and other

industrial processes. The IAEA has played an important role in

developing safety codes and guides for thermal power reactors.

Having said that, however, governments and international organisations
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can do more to strengthen procedures in this field. There is a

clear need to do more to keep safety under close observation and

to reduce doubts among the public by more effective public infor-

mation on the safety record of existing installations and on the

international standards and operating procedures that have been

implemented.

With regard to the nuclear fuel cycle, we have recently

estimated, using our revised nuclear power growth forecasts, that

the IEA cumulative demand for natural uranium to 1985 will be

approximately 324,000 tonnes. For separative work, we have

estimated our 1985 cumulative demand for enriched uranium at

166,000 tonnes •- a figure which should grow to 345,000 tonnes

by 1990.

In light of this demand we have attempted to assess the likely

level of supply. I should point out that this is a more difficult

^sk. There appears to be sufficient proven uranium reserves to

apport world wide demand to 1990, However, it is not at all

certain that these reserves will be mined or available on the world

market or under mutually agreed terms in the amounts and at the time

required. In addition, it is not yet possible to make any firm

judgements on the availability of uranium to supply world wide

existing and incremental nuclear power programmes to the end of the

century.We, therefore, cannot be complacent and we need to increase

world-wide efforts to find and increase uranium reserves. At the

same time, world wide enrichment service capacity appears to be

adequate for the mid term to 1985.
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However, those aggregate estimates mask differing resource

endowments and technological capabilities between nations.

Uncertainties have developed over supplies uo importing nations.

Much of this uncertainty could be eliminated by adequate inter-

national arrangements, perhaps organised on a regional basis, to

assure that uranium and enrichment services would continue to be

available to all nations under mutually agreed conditions and at

acceptable prices.

Our major unresolved problem is the nuclear proliferation

risk caused by plutonium production. It has recently been

suggested in the United States that an indefinite moratorium on

nuclear fuel reprocessing and postponement of the fast breeder

reactor would provide time to think about the ways of resolving

the problems of plutonium proliferation. To the extent that such

an approach may be able to resolve proliferation issues, it

can be welcomed if it results in moving ahead positively with the

peaceful use of nuclear energy from thermal reactors. However, we

must recognise that this approach creates other uncertainties. First,

while enough additional uranium reserves may exist so that a fairly

lengthy pause can be accomodated, it must be recognised that there

is a large degree of speculation in such an assumption. Second, a

long re-processing deferral poses new issues with respect to

disposal of radioactive waste. Third, it seriously affects the

interests of those nations which already have gone a considerable

way cowards developing reprocessing and the fast breeder reactor

as a means of increasing the security of their energy supplies.
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All ol" thu3c issues arc; ones which can bo app. oachod and

resolved rationally. Howovor, the net effect is to add to already

significant uncertainty and confusion. Tiiere is uncertainty in

the public, which understandably has difficulty in distinguishing

between the breeder and current generation thermal nuclear reactors

and in confused by differing judgements expressed on various

aspects of nuclear safety. There is uncertainty in the minds of

Government leaders who are subject to pressures from a variety

of different interest groups. And there is uncertainty in the

mind? of power plant managers who must increasingly devote more

time and effort to meet the issues which arise whenever a

decision is taken to build a nuclear pov/er plant.

We must act quickly to remove this uncertainty by prompt

resolution of those issues if wo are to have any hope of having

nuclear power play an important contribution to overall energy

supply. Since these arc international problems, their solution

requires intern;tional collaboration.

Urgent work is needed to build upon the valuable contribution

already made by the IAEA to strengthen international safeguards

under the nuclear non-proliferation treaty. If we are to have

ad_quate nuclear energy to fill the gap in our energy supplies,

we must recognise the need to face- openly public fears on the

proliferation ribks associated with nuclear power. Any move

which reduces such fears and concerns perceived by the public

could have a positive effect on the acceptance of nuclear power.

The number of countries which have become parties to the Treaty
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on the N>>n--l'ro3 iteration of Nuclear Weapons has cjrown to 102.

Hut there; still remains a small group of counLrics with j.ignii icaiiL

nuclear activities which have not adhered to the Treaty. Given

the need Cor greater security of oner.yy supplier, is it not nov;

an appropriate t Line for these countries to re-as.sess their reasons

for not acceding to the Nl'T .system? Can we not go further with

action to copo with the changed situation since the NPT was first

signed to placo under international safeguards sensitive tech-

nological informal i or concerning the entire fuc '. cycle?

Any nuclear power programme in order to be publicly acceptable

must include credible arrangements to store and dispose of long-

lived radioactive waste. We must solve the waste disposal problem

irrespective of whether v/e forego reprocessing an<-i une breeder for

a while or not. It appears technically feasible to provide a

reasonable degree of assurance for disposal of reprocessed waste.

However, a decision to forego reprocessing would require a credible

demonstration of technology to provide for safe disposal, of

irradiated reactor fuel elements. We will, in the IEA, generate

approximately 90,000 tonnes of irradiated fuel elements by 1990,

Of this, 60,000 tonnes would be oxide fuel. Only part of this

spent fuel could be reprocessed in facilities presently in existence

or planned. As a result we need either new reprocessing facilities

or a capability to store irradiated fuel in the indefinite term.

Clearly the management and storage of long-lived radioactive waste

is a very suitable area for stronger international co-operation

which could greatly assist the prospects for nuclear power. Already,
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the IAEA has made a significant contribution and further international

co-operation should expand and build upon what has been achieved

:n the IAEA.

I do not want to pretend that solving outstanding nuclear

issues will be easy. Making a series of intricate a technically

complex isf.ucs comprehensible in a form that permiti political

leaders and energy policy makers to explain the alternatives to

the public is not an easy task. Yet, they are issues that are

capable of rational resolution, especially if they are viewed in

their long-term perspective and in the context of an integrated

approach to the problems of the nuclear fuel cycle.

Too often problems seem impossible to solve because perceptions

are shaped by short-term interests. I do not mean to minimise the

importance of current-day political and commercial interests. But

if we seek to shape our approach to the issues in the perspective

of longer-term goals, it is possible to agree on an overall

framework within which acceptable solutions may be negotiated

more easily.

Our principal task is to ensure that we have enough nuclear

energy during this century to meet essential economic needs. The

first step in achieving this is to eliminate confusion and

uncertainty. On this basis we can press ahead with a strong

nuclear programme, and at the same time resolve outstanding questions
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concerning the supply of nuclear fuels and technologies and to

face up to the crucial unresolved problems of proliferation risks

and waste disposal.

In conclusion, let me summarise:-

- the OECD's "World Energy Ouclook" indicates that we v/ill

face a large energy gap from the mid-1960's onwards unless

we implement vigorous meajjures berth to conserve energy and

expand all available sources of energysupply;

- substantial efforts will be required to step up OECD domestic

oil and gas production and encourage greater coal consumption

and trade. In addition, energy use will have to be made more

efficient by strong conservation programmes;

- in spite of strenuous efforts to curb demand through con-

servation and to expand fossil fuel production, a strong

nuclear contribution to overall energy supplies is absolutely

irreplaceable. There is no other energy source we can

realistically turn to in order tó make up for a nuclear

shortfall. We cannot afford to forego a substantial nuclear

contribution or to allow it to slip beyond current targets;

- in order to ensure that nuclear power can be developed

on an adequate scale, we will have to find political

means to reduce uncertainty by resolving promptly outstanding

problems on reactor safety, on supplies of nuclear fuel

and equipment, on nuclear fuel reprocessing, and on

storage and disposal of highly radioactive waste;

- regardless of specific steps that may be taken to limit

proliferation, we must press vigorously ahead with thermal

reactors to ensure that nuclear development proceeds on a

scale sufficient to meet energy needs for the medium term.
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